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Introductory Remarks 
 

 We are living in a highly competitive world economy. 

 In this environment, transport costs are a highly significant 
determinant of competitiveness.  

 Although maritime transport has traditionally been the 
main carrier of international trade, with the advent of 
“container”, over-land transport has become a viable 
competitor.  

 It provides  opportunities for door to door delivery, 
particularly  of high value and perishable commodities.  

 But countries of SSWA could not yet reap the benefit of 
available surface transport due to poor connectivity (see 
Map-2). 
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Map-2: Asian Highway Network 
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Earlier initiatives to improve connectivity 

 

 Focus of this Policy Dialogue is on strengthening transport 
connectivity among SSWA countries. 

 Two major elements need to be addressed: 

 Identification and improvement of land routes. 

 Adoption of appropriate facilitation measures. 

  For identification of land routes, UN-ESCAP took 
pioneering efforts through AH and TAR projects since 1959 
& 1960 respectively.  

 AH agreement for 141,000 km routes  already signed by 29 
countries out of 32 (Map-3). 

 TAR agreement signed by 22 countries out of 26 (Map-4 ).  
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(AH1 & AH2)

Map-3 : Asian Highway Routes 



Map-4: Trans-Asian Railway Network 
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Earlier initiatives to improve connectivity 
 

 For strengthening connectivity within SSWA, in 1999 ESCAP 
conducted a study on TAR Southern Corridor , and 
identified the route from Kunming to Turkey ( Map-6). 

 The “Third Asia-Europe Continental Land Bridge” covers 
both TAR Southern Corridor  as well as AH Southern route 
between Shenzhen and Istanbul ( Map-7). 

 Through another study on Northern corridor of TAR in 
1996, ESCAP identified  the “First Asia-Europe Continental 
Land Bridge” (Map-8 ). 

 A demonstration container train moved through first land 
bridge in 1998/99 and since then, the route is operated 
commercially as Russian Trans-Siberian Rail route. 
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Map-6: Trans-Asian Railway Network 
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Map-7: Asian Highway Network – Southern 
Corridor: Shenzhen to Istanbul 
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Map-8: First Asia-Europe Continental Land Bridge 



Earlier initiatives to improve connectivity 
 

 Another initiative taken by China, established the “Second  
Asia-Europe Continental Land Bridge” and in  January 2008, 
a pilot container train traveled along that route between 
Beijing and Hamburg. (Map-4) 

  The three “Asia-Europe Continental Land Bridges” may be 
seen together in(Map-5).  

 First and Second Asia-Europe Land Bridges have been 
successfully operationalized.  

 Unfortunately, the Third Asia-Europe Land Bridge  passing 
through SSWA region did not make much progress due to 
lack of political support and several missing rail links.  

 As a consequence, logistic costs in South Asia range 
between 13-14% of commodity value compared to 8% in US.  
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Map-4: Second Asia-Europe Continental Land Bridge 



Map-5: Three Asia-Europe Continental Land Bridges 
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Earlier initiatives to improve connectivity 

Present hurdles in promoting connectivity in SSWA 

 

 3-Missing rail links (China-Myanmar, Myanmar-India and 
Pakistan-Iran (Map-9). 

 Silchar-Imphal rail link in NE India still under 
construction.  

 Kulaura-shahbazpur/Mahishasan- 39 km route yet to be 
recommissioned. 

 Load restriction on Jamuna Bridge-a new bridge for railway 
only is needed. 
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Map 9: Trans-Asian Railway 



Recent Initiative to Improve                                         
Regional Connectivity 

 A real break through came in with the signing of the “Joint 
Communique” between BD and India ( see Map-1) in January 
2010 in New Delhi for: 

Use of Mongla and Chittagong sea ports by India, Nepal and 
Bhutan.  

Rohanpur-Kathihar-Rauxal-Birgunj BG rail link to be 
available for transit traffic movement between Nepal and 
Mongla Port.   

 Construction of  a new Akhaura-Agartala rail link 

Developing Ashuganj as a new port of call and transshipment 
port for onward connectivity by road to Agartala  

 Allowing bilateral container traffic to be carried by both rail 
and IWT. 
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Map-1: Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan and NE-India  
Location in South Asia Subregional Economic 

Cooperation Transport Sector 
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Recent initiatives to improve connectivity 
 BD has already identified a number of crucial projects for 

handling transit traffic which need to be implemented on 
priority basis. 

 To assist in infrastructure development in BD, India 
offered US$ 1.0 billion ($ 800 million as soft loan and $200 
million as grant). 

 Bangladesh, however, shall have to mobilize around US$5.0 
to 6.0 billion to improve its transport system. This is 
indeed a big challenge for the country. 

 While awaiting improvement  of rail & IWT routes, initially 
around 10% of transit traffic could perhaps be carried by 
Bangladesh road transporters until expressways are built 
along national highway alignments for direct movement . 
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How to Move Forward? 

Operationalization of identified routes 

 Urgent initiatives needed to complete missing links of TAR 
and improve other sub-standard road sections along 
identified routes. 

 Initiatives should be taken to opertionalize certain 
stretches of  rail routes and roads across the borders 
between BD-India, India-Pakistan and Pakistan-Iran , 
where infrastructure exist. 

 Since UN-ESCAP was instrumental in promoting AH and 
TAR routes through the cooperation of member countries, 
it should take renewed interest in generating political 
support from members to resolve the present dead-locks.  
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How to Move forward? 
Adoption of facilitation measures 

 Member countries of SSWA need to take a major political 
decision to operationalize the Southern corridor of AH, so 
that vehicles can move across the border freely. 

 

 Member countries of SSWA need to go for a “Regional 
Transit Transport Framework Agreement” (RTTFA) similar 
to those adopted by ASEAN, GMS and ECO. 

 

 To facilitate movement of Afghan-Indian transit traffic 
through Pakistan, ESCAP could provide a forum for 
representatives of Pakistan, India and Afghanistan for 
negotiation to resolve the issue. 
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Concluding Remarks 

 

 Improvement of regional connectivity among SSWA 
countries will cut down logistic costs substantially 
and enhance intra-regional trade and tourism. 

 Since UN-ESCAP was instrumental in getting the AH 
and TAR member countries together to sign the  
Agreements, it should again come forward to generate 
political consensus for operationalizing the routes 
within SSWA .  

 Finally, it is important to note that the above tasks are 
difficult, but not insurmountable for  ESCAP and its 
member countries if political will is there.  
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